Optical Solar Reflectors (OSRs) form the physical interface between the spacecraft and space and they are essential for the stabilization and uniform distribution of temperature throughout the spacecraft. OSRs need to possess a spectrally selective response of broadband and perfect electromagnetic wave absorption in the thermalinfrared spectral range, while strongly reflecting the solar energy input. In this work, we experimentally show that disordered and densely packed ITO nanorod forests can be used as an excellent top-layer metasurface in a metal-insulator-oxide cavity configuration, and a thermal-emissivity of 0.97 is experimentally realized in the spectral range from 2.5 to 25 µm. The low-loss dielectric response of ITO in the solar spectrum, from 300 nm to 2.5 µm range limited the solar absorptivity to an experimental value of 0.167. These make our proposed design highly promising for its application in space missions due to combining high throughput, robustness, low cost with ultra-high performance.
Introduction
Stabilization of temperature and its uniform distribution are crucial for spacecraft because most of their equipment become less reliable when operated outside of their acceptable temperature range. This, consequently, affect the success of the space missions adversely. Optical Solar Reflectors (OSRs) are secondary-surface mirrors that are coated to the external skin of spacecraft and they play a crucial role for the optimum performance of spacecraft and satellites during their missions. [1] [2] [3] [4] OSRs limit the solar energy input to the spacecraft while at the same time radiatively cooling it. OSRs then have to have a small absorption (α s ) of solar energy associated with the blackbody radiation of sun at 5778 K, corresponding to the ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), and near-infrared (NIR) parts of the optical spectrum. Simultaneously, OSRs should strongly dissipate the heat generated on board by having a large thermal emissivity, and therefore broadband perfect absorption ( IR ) in the mid-infrared (MIR) and far-infrared (FIR) parts of the spectrum (thermal-infrared) related to the blackbody radiation at 300 K. Performance of an OSR can then be described by its Figure of Merit (FoM), IR /α s . The existing OSR solutions can be classified under two categories: conventional methods of using second-surface mirrors with quartz or teflon; 1-3 and thin-film metamaterial based solutions. [5] [6] [7] The conventional methods have extensively utilized quartz tiles or fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) films on top of Aluminum of Silver, to realize secondary surface mirrors. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, thickness of these films range from a few hundreds of microns to millimeters, so they add huge launch and assembly cost to the spacecraft, because of the large weight. As a result, there is a strong opportunity of utilizing in metamaterial perfect absorbers to realize OSRs.
Metamaterials and their sub-wavelength thick counterparts, metasurfaces, represent a class of synthetic, man-made materials, whose sub-wavelength inclusions offer strong light-matter interactions. Their broad [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] or narrow [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] resonant responses enable the efficient harvesting of the confined radiation by an absorbing layer such as metals, or semiconductors.
Transparent conductive Oxides (TCOs), such as Indium Tin Oxide (ITO), Aluminum-doped Zinc Oxide (AZO), and Gallium-doped Zinc Oxide (GZO) are a recently emerged class of materials [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] with highly lossy plasmonic response in the infrared, which promises broad plasmonic resonances. Concurrently, their low-loss dielectric response in the solar spectrum would not accentuate solar absorption too much. Therefore, ultrabroadband perfect absorber devices that utilize TCOs are highly promising for the Optical Solar Reflector applications.
In realizing a perfect absorber, the designs in the literature predominantly made us of metal-insulator-metal cavities with top-layers requiring shapes that are patterned with electron beam lithography (EBL). [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] Since OSRs are to coat the entire exterior surface of a spacecraft; their throughput, large scale compatibility and repeatability are as important as their performance. As a result, novel lithography-free designs are highly sought. Several methods to realize lithography-free perfect absorbers exist in the literature. Nevertheless, most methods either use planar lossy layers, [47] [48] [49] [50] where plasmonic resonances between nanounits does not exist, or slow chemical processes and/or large thermal budgets to realize randomness and disorder. [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] In this work, we propose that disordered and densely packed ITO nanorod forests can be utilized as an excellent top-layer in a metal-insulator-oxide cavity configuration. These ITO nanorods are fabricated by utilizing oblique-angle deposition technique, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] where the line-of-sight coating of PVD systems, in our case sputtering, and the shadowing effect resulted in the proposed top-layer, and the requirement for lithography is eliminated. Our devices achieved a record-high experimental thermal-emissivity of 0.97 in the spectral range from 2.5 to 25 µm, while the low-loss dielectric response of ITO in the solar spectrum, from 300 nm to 2.5 µm range, also minimized the absorption losses, so the solar absorptivity is limited to an experimental value of 0.167. The layers have showed good adhesion and great uniformity over the entire wafer is verified as a proof-of-concept of large-scale compatibility of the design. Overall, our design is a great prototype for the applicability of thin-film metamaterial solutions to space missions.
Results and Discussion

Theoretical and Numerical Design and Optimization of the OSR Metasurface
Our proposed metasurface OSR is presented in in Fig. 1a . We name this device with the disordered and densely packed ITO nanorods as Device 1. This simple metal-insulator-oxide (MIO) cavity consists of a thick (125 nm) Aluminum (Al) back-reflector, to block the transmission channel, the spacer dielectric, SiO 2 , to create a cavity resonance, and the top absorbing layer, utilizing the ITO nanorods. The plasmonic response of ITO thermalinfrared, and the consequently excited localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are the main mechanisms in achieving broadband absorption in that range. The linewidth and the spectral position of these LSPRs are strongly linked to the the morphology (size, shape, spacing, and density) of the nanostructures. 64 Therefore, to gain physical insight on how the nanorod morphology affects the spectral absorption from the solar spectrum to thermal-infrared, we analyze the same MIO cavity having a the top layer of periodic ITO discs. We name this testing device as Device 2, which is shown in Fig. 1b ; and its the top view of its unit-cell is shown in Fig. 1c . Device 2 is analyzed by utilizing finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) simulations. We calculated the spectral absorption, A(λ, T ), of Device 2. IR and α s values are calculated, as shown in eq.2, using the A(λ, T ) and the spectral radiance B(λ, T ), whose calculation is shown in eq.1.
where h, c and k b are Planck's constant, speed of light in vacuum and Boltzmann constant, respectively. The integrals are calculated from 300 nm to 2500 nm for the solar spectrum and from 2.5 µm to 25 µm for thermal infrared. λ and T refers to the spectral wavelength and temperature, respectively. T takes the values of 5778 K for solar spectrum and 300 K for the thermal radiation.
We first scrutinized the effect of the packing density of nanowires by sweeping r, while P , h, and t SiO 2 are fixed at 1100 nm, 50 nm, and 2000 nm, respectively. Fig. 1d shows the spectral response of Device II for changing values of r. A broadband absorption spectrum is observed in thermal infrared due to the dominance of highloss plasmonic optical nature of ITO. Contrary to thermal infrared response, low-loss dielectric nature of ITO becomes dominant in solar spectrum and creates a Fabry-Pérot cavity, which causes oscillations in absorption spectrum. In the thermal-infrared, it is evident that as the nanodiscs become closer to each other, that is, as they get denser, and the coupling of dipole oscillations become stronger, 65 and absorption spectrum becomes broader. In the solar spectrum, denser nanodiscs increase the fill factor of ITO, so the dielectric losses increase.
Next, we investigated the role of thickness of nanodiscs in the absorption spectrum. For this aim, we kept P , r and t SiO 2 at 1100 nm, 500 nm, and 2000 nm, respectively; while changing h. Fig. 1f shows that, in the solar spectrum, thicker nanodiscs increase the light-matter interaction and the dielectric losses. In thermal-infrared, however, thicker nanodiscs cause less electromagnetic waves (EMWs) to reach to the cavity and weaken the cavity resonance, so the absorption strength is reduced.
Response of the metasurface to obliquely-incident radiation is also important when the application of this metasurface to space missions is considered. To examine this, we found the absorption spectrum of Device 2 under p-and s-polarized EMWs, incident at different angles, θ, and the results are shown in Figures 1f,g. First, in the solar spectrum, the EMWs travel a longer path in the ITO layer, so α s increases. Second, the cavity resonances are blue-shifted. This is because, in the case of normal-incidence, entire wavevector inside SiO 2 contributes to the round-trip phase. However, when EMW is obliquely-incident, this phase contribution now comes from the real part of the axial component of complex wavevector inside SiO 2 , determined by Snell's Law. The resonance wavelength, λ res has to be reduced as the polar angle θ increses to satisfy the standing-wave condition in eq.3, 66
where φ b +φ t are the phase terms owing to the Fresnel reflections at the top and bottom boundaries.
Overall, Device 2 is shown to support broad LSPRs in the thermal-infrared. With the calculated absorption spectra, Device 2 can reach an IR of 0.8, α s of 0.18, resulting in a moderate FoM of 4.5 at the expense of having a lithography step. The main limiting factor for Device 2 in achieving a higher FoM is its low IR , which is evident from Figs. 1d ,e,f,g. Device II has a highly ordered ITO pattern, so its diffracting/scattering and EMW trapping features are poor. This causes a significant portion of the EMWs to be reflected by SiO 2 at its strong phonon reflection (Reststrahlen) bands in thermal-infrared. The ITO metasurface with periodic nanodiscs cannot efficiently trap these radiation, and, consequently, they leave the device without being harnessed.
In the Reststrahlen bands, the EMW-ITO interaction is inherently limited and most of the absorption is due to absorption of the EMWs in the SiO 2 layer. To verify this statement, we placed three three-dimensional (3D) monitors on the Al, SiO 2 , and ITO layers, and found the contribution of each layer to absorption in the thermal-infrared, by using eq.4,
where P loss is the absorbed power, V is the volume, w is the angular frequency, (w) is the imaginary part of the complex permittivity and |E| 2 is the modulus of the complex electric-field inside each layer. 67 We integrated dP loss /dV over each layer and normalized to the incident power to obtain absorption of each. The absorption spectrum in Fig. 1h clearly shows that in the phonon reflection bands (around 10 and 20 µm) of SiO 2 harnessing of the EMWs reaching to the cavity is the main driver behind the absorption spectrum, while the contribution of ITO is minimal.
As a result, better trapping and harvesting of this reflected radiation while not increasing the solar absorption is of pivotal to achieve an FoM that is competitive to existing OSR solutions. 
Fabrication and Characterization of the Metasurface OSR with Disordered and Densely Packed ITO Nanoforests as the Top-Layer
In an effort to improve the performance of Device 2, by increasing IR while keeping α s at a reasonable value, we fabricated Device 1. To realize the top-layer metasurface with disordered and densely packed ITO nanorods, we employed the sputtering equipment but the sample is placed at an oblique-angle to the ITO target. This technique, known as oblique-angle deposition, utilizes the line-of-sight type coating of PVD systems with shadowing to fabricate nano-sized columnar fills with an intrinsic tilt and porosity. In Fig. 2a we show the placement of two samples in the sputtering system. While sample 1 is placed at an oblique angle to the ITO target, sample 2 is placed in an ordinary manner for planar deposition, which is used to compare its performance to Device 1 in the next part of the paper.
The process flow during the oblique-angle deposition and its equivalent picture is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2b . In this fabrication route, formation of random nucleation sites is occured at the intial stages of deposition. As deposition continues, primarily grown nucleation sites maintain coating on, while shadowed region behind them is not exposed to deposition. Consequently, the desired disordered and densely packed ITO nanoforests are realized easily with a lithography-free process. They are intrinsically tilted towards the source due to deposition angle. Planar and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images are shown in Figures 2c and d , respectively, and they verify the formation of such nanorod forests.
Reflection spectrum of the fabricated samples are measured separately in UV/VIS/NIR and thermal-infrared spectra. A total reflection spectrophotometer (Agilent Cary 5000) is employed in the UV/VIS/NIR ranges, while, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker-Vertex 70v, Hyperion microscope) technique is utilized in the thermal-infrared. The absorption spectrum for the fabricated devices are then found by A = 1 − R.
Initially, we fixed the the SiO 2 thickness to its optimum value of 2µm, while the thickness of the ITO layer is 50 nm. The FDTD simulation results (for the case of periodic discs with 50 nm thickness, 1 µm diameter and 1100 nm periodicity) were compared with the experimental absorption spectrum in Fig. 3a . It demonstrates a significant improvement for experimental results in terms of light-matter interaction, which yields ultra-broadband absorption spectrum in thermal infrared and an outstanding IR value of 0.962. However, it should be taken into consideration that high diffraction/scattering/light trapping design of the structure causes more interaction with the low-loss dielectric ITO, which may result higher α s . To find an optimum point, a thin ITO layer was chosen which provides a large IR and restricts loss in the solar spectrum. Using 50 nm of ITO thickness, α s was kept at 0.168 and FoM reached to a record-high value of 5.73.
To further demonstrate the power of the designed ITO nanoforests as a light-trapping scaffold, absorption spectrum of planar ITO layer and ITO nanoforest was compared. In Fig. 3b , FDTD simulation and experimental results for the planar ITO layer with h=50 nm and t SiO 2 = 2µm parameters are shown, and in Fig. 3c , experimental results of ITO nanoforest and planar ITO layer devices with the same parameters were compared. The planar ITO layer achieves α s = 0.151, IR = 0.697, and so, F oM = 4.61. The worst IR value is obtained for the planar ITO layer because it does not include any light-trapping capability and does not support excitation of LSPRs in Devices 1 and 2. However, diffraction/scattering effects are not present in planar design case; therefore, it does not suffer from excited guided-modes of the structure. 68 Overall, ITO nanoforest design is shown to have better performance than planar ITO layer design.
Our proposed device is experimentally confirmed to provide an excellent scaffold for ultra-broadband thermalinfrared absorption and provides far superior IR compared to Device 2. It achieves ultra-broadband perfect absorption in the thermal-infrared due to two primary reasons: 1) The disorder and the dense packing of the ITO nanorods resulted in excellent light-trapping capability by diffraction and scattering so the residing time of the thermal-radiation in the device is improved. This trapped radiation is then harnessed by the 2) hybrid system of ITO and Silicon Dioxide, where ITO contributes to the absorption by supporting multiple adjacent broad plasmonic resonances owing to the randomness in the morphology of the nanorods, and its highly lossy plasmonic behavior. The latter has strong phonon bands in the thermal-infrared, and therefore participates in the perfect absorption.
Since oblique-angle deposition does not use EBL, it enables large-scale compatibility of thin-film OSR devices. As a proof-of-concept, we fabricated Device 1 with h=50 nm and t SiO 2 = 2µm on a 4-inch silicon wafer. The wafer is placed in the sputtering chamber at an angle to the source, similar to Fig. 2a . To examine the uniformity of the fabrication, the wafer is characterized from 9 different areas, which are shown in Fig. 3d . Experimentally obtained absorption spectra for different areas are shown in Fig. 3e . Solar spectrum absorption is measured only from Area 5 and α s is calculated as 0.167. Spectral response in thermal-infrared is measured from all 9 areas, and we zoomed into 3 µm to 25 µ spectral range to further demonstrate the variations in the absorption spectra between different areas. We found that the smallest IR is 0.957, while its highest value reached 0.97, so the variations within the wafer is not significant.
Reflection spectrum of the fabricated Device 1, which has parameters of h=50 nm and t SiO 2 = 1.55µm, under oblique angle radiation was measured from 3 µm to 25 µm by using ellipsometry technique (J.A. Woollam Co. Inc. IR-VASE Mark II ellipsometer). s-polarized and p-polarized electromagnetic waves were impinged on the sample with 30 and 45 incidence angles, and the resultant spectra are shown in Figs. 3f and 3g , respectively. A blue-shift in the spectral response and an increase in absorption is observed, similar to numerical results for Device 2, as in Figs. 1f and g.
We have clearly revealed the extraordinary performance and compatibility of our proposed device for OSR applications due to having very high IR and a small α s . It is also large-scale compatible and uniform, and its thickness is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the conventional OSRs. Further studies in finding the heat transfer and the cooling rates are needed for the eventual application of these devices to actual space missions. Moreover, new ideas can be developed such as flexible substrates to improve applicability. In addition, the presented results are very promising in application areas of thermal-imaging with labeled-security, and daytime radiative coolers. 12, 13, 69 However, adaptation of the overall absorption response of the device over thermal infrared region to the atmospheric absorption lines should be fulfilled, which is an present ongoing study.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we numerically and experimentally analyzed metasurface optical solar reflector devices that utilize disordered and densely packed ITO nanorod forests as the top absorbing layer. The fabricated devices reached a record-high thermal-emissivity of 0.968, and Figure of Merit of 5.73. The adoption of oblique-angle deposition technique alse enabled large-scale and high-throughput fabrication. The experimental results of the proposed devices are compared with the numerical results for periodic ITO discs and the experimental spectrum for planar ITO thin-film, as the top absorbing layer. These comparisons further indicated the absorption enhancement by the ITO nanoforests, which is mainly due to increasing the light-matter interactions in the strong phonon reflection bands of SiO 2 . Overall, our ultra-high performance, yet large-scale compatible devices are highly promising for the radiative cooling of spacecraft during their space missions, and it is also highly applicable to many areas such as terrestrial radiative coolers and thermal imaging for labeled security purposes.
